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Every data provider for CMIP6 will issue Handle generation 
requests for CMIP6 files and datasets. These are submitted 
to a distributed queueing system with currently 3 entry 
nodes and 1 exit node that also hosts the Handle servers.
The success of this setup depends on adequate operational 
organization:
1. Proper use of the ESGF publisher to ensure correct ver-
sioning. No unmonitored exchange of files.
2. Load/availability monitoring of entry and exit nodes and 
adjustment as required over the course of CMIP6. SLAs are 
not required at this point due to redundancies already built 
in.
3. Operational oversight by CDNOT, distribution of access 
codes and enforcement of these policies.

Current maximum activity April 28: 150 H/s, none on hold

In 2018, monitoring was put in place for availability of queues and 
federation links, but also to measure the activity using Grafana. The 
Handle rate (H/s) is measured specifically. No bottlenecks have 
been encountered yet.
The total number of CMIP6 file and dataset Handles is at 100k 
now, increasing steadily. Very recently, GFDL joined the RabbitMQ 
federation, pending further testing. This enables better fallback op-
tions if an entry node is offline for any reason.
The setup of the PID services is designed to ensure no PIDs are 
lost, i.e., no files get published for CMIP6 whose PIDs remain unre-
gistered. This has worked well so far, with less than 0.5% of PIDs 
missing (few hundred PIDs out of 100k).

ESGF CMIP6 PID services assign PIDs to files and dat-
sets, carrying additional metadata. Users can create 
custom collections, based on data carts. Future imple-
mentation options include to assign more collection hier-
archy levels, particularly to support replication.
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